
  
 
 

 
 
 

      
 
 

Democrats Running for Office-Lancaster County 
2022 General Election 
This Tuesday, November 8, 2022 
 
Representative in Congress, District 1 
 Patty Pansing Brooks 

Governor/Lieutenant Governor 
 Carol Blood/Al Davis 

Legislature, District 2 
 Sarah Slattery 

Legislature, District 26 
 George C Dungan III 

Legislature, District 28 
 Jane Raybould 

Legislature, District 46 
 (Vote for one) 
 James Michael Bowers 
 Danielle Conrad 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 3 (2 yr term) 
 Kenneth Vogel 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 3 (4 yr term) 
 (Vote for one) 
 Melissa Baker 
 Annette Thompson 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 5 
 Stacie Sinclair 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 6 
 Deborah Eagan 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 7 
 Luke Peterson 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 8  
 Tom Green 

Lower Platte South NRD, Subdistrict 10  
 Susan Seacrest 

Lower Platte South NRD, At-Large 
 David Landis 

Lancaster County Commissioner, District 1 
 Sean Flowerday 

Lancaster County Commissioner, District 5 
 Rick Vest 

Southeast Community College Bd of Governors, 
District 1 
 Sandra Hoffman 

Southeast Community College Bd of Governors, 
District 5 
 (Vote for one) 
 Megan Neiles-Brasch 
 Joann Marie Herrington 

Lancaster County Assessor/Register of Deeds 
 Dan Nolte 

Lancaster County Attorney 
 Adam Morfeld 

Lancaster County Clerk 
 Matt Hansen 

Lancaster County Clerk of District Court 
 Lin Quenzer 

Lancaster County Public Defender 
 Kristi Egger 

Lancaster County Sheriff 
 Jay Pitts 

Lancaster County Treasurer 
 Rachel Garver 

Norris Public School Board of Education Ward 2 
 Patty Bentzinger 

Norris Public School Board of Education Ward 4 
 Jim B. Craig 

Palmyra Public School Board of Education 
 Dean Busch 

Village of Denton Board of Trustees 
 Douglas R. Rosekrans 

Village of Malcolm Board of Trustees 
 Jerad Little 

Village of Malcolm Board of Trustees 
 Jeff Schweitzer 

Village of Roca Board of Trustees 
 Robert C. Green 
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Thank You 
Voters! 
 

I’m 
Kristi Egger, 
and I’m your 
Democratic 
candidate 
running for 
Lancaster 
County Public 
Defender.  

Thanks 
for another 
opportunity to 
update you 
about my 

campaign.  As many of you know, pre-Primary I 
canvassed 86 precincts and friends helped me with 
the two precincts near their house, making a grand 
total of 88 precincts canvassed before the Primary 
Election. My focus then was primarily on Democrats 
who had voted in at least of two of the last three 
elections.   

Since the Primary, I have continued to 
canvass; however, I cast a wider net to reach out to 
people of all parties who voted in at least two of the 
last four elections, including the May 2022 Primary. 
To date, I (with a LOT of help from my partner and 
campaign manager, Graham House) have canvassed 
46 additional precincts and revisited my own 
precinct and the one South of my home, so I could 
reach out to all my voting neighbors. Some very kind 
people helped me with lit-drops in 3 additional 
precincts, making the total of 51 precincts canvassed 
since May! I honestly do not know exactly how many 
people I’ve talked to or how many thousand “Sorry I 
missed you” post-it notes I have written. We estimate 
that through our canvassing we have reached over 
30,000 households. I hope my direct contact with 
people have encouraged them to vote and to talk 
about the election with others.   

Throughout all of this, I have met some 
wonderful people here in Lancaster County, and I 
have had the chance to educate people about the 
Public Defender’s Office and what we do and why.  I 
have also been absolutely amazed at all the kind and 
generous people who have contributed to my 
campaign, many of whom I have never met or talked 
to before running for office, and many of whom I 
have yet to meet. More than 200 people/families 
have contributed to my campaign, and I am grateful. 
My cup overflows, and I thank all of you for your 
willingness to give your hard-earned money to me for 

this election.  I have tried very hard to be a good 
steward of the money contributed, and since I could 
do a lot of the walking myself, I hope I have both 
saved money and had positive contacts with the 
electorate.   

I am ready to be back in the Public Defender’s 
Office, working with my Public Defender family and 
helping clients again.  This year has been a year of 
many firsts, and I am ready to get to work.  
Canvassing has been interesting, and all the walking 
has been good for me, but I am a criminal defense 
attorney at heart and need to get back to that good 
work.   

Thank you all, so much, for your help and 
support. Now that I have a better understanding of 
how much work it is to run a campaign, I will be 
much more likely in the future to donate to 
candidates and help canvass and do lit-drops.  I have 
learned first-hand through the help and generosity of 
others how welcome and important this is.   

 
Kristi Egger 
 
KristiEgger.org 
egger4defender@gmail.com 
https://www.facebook.com/EggerForPublicDefender 
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Election 2022: Don’t agonize — 
organize. No whining — just winning. 
By Dennis Crawford  
 

 
 

November 8 is election day. Tuesday is the day, 
and you are the team. We have a lot of good Democrats 
running for office across the state. 
 
U.S. House CD01 

Two term State Senator Patty Pansing Brooks is 
running against extreme Republican Mike Flood. Patty will 
fight for our freedoms and resist big government 
overreach. We don’t need career politicians in the doctor’s 
examining room. 
 Mike Flood has turned out to be an extremist and a 
party hack. Flood has voted against birth control, gay 
marriage, and an amber alert system for active shooters. He 
opposed law enforcement when he voted to allow people to 
conceal carry guns without a background check and 
training. He is truly dangerous. 
 
U.S. House CD02 

Tony Vargas is the best choice in the Omaha based 
House district. Tony has served six years in the legislature 
and is currently on the Appropriations Committee. This is 
the most bi-partisan committee in the legislature. The 
budgets are reported out on a unanimous basis and usually 
pass in the entire legislature with 40 or more votes. 

Don Bacon likes to market himself as some kind of 
moderate, bi-partisan legislator. Don’t be fooled. Bacon 
supported a constitutional amendment that would ban all 
abortions, without any exceptions. Bacon also supports cuts 
to Social Security and Medicare to fund a big tax cut for the 
wealthy. 

 
 

U.S. House CD03 
Vote for David Else — for a change. Adrian Smith 

is an extremist and a traitor. Smith voted with the violent 
thugs who attacked the Capitol on January 6, when he voted 
against certifying Biden’s big win. 

 
Governor 

Two term State Senator Carol Blood is the best 
choice. She is the only candidate for governor actually 
talking about real issues. In contrast, Jim Pillen is dodging 
debates and running on extreme right wing culture war 
issues. 

If you’re unhappy about property taxes, vote for 
Carol. The GOP has owned this state lock, stock and barrel 
since 1999, and property taxes have soared. A vote for 
Pillen would be doubling down on failure. 

 
Legislature 

The legislative elections are now more important 
than ever. The GOP has a path to 33 seats — enough to 
break a filibuster. If the GOP gets up to 33 seats, they will 
pass a reactionary abortion ban, and repeal state income 
and corporate taxes. The lost revenue would be made up by 
a regressive sales tax. The GOP platform is extreme and 
dangerous. 

 
District 2 is located in east Lincoln and Cass County. 

Sarah Slattery is the best choice. She is a longtime 
resident of Cass County and a successful small business 
owner. 

 
District 4 is in Omaha. 

Cindy Maxwell-Ostdiek is an independent who 
would prioritize working families over the corporate 
special interests. 

 
District 6 is in central Omaha. 

Machaela Cavanaugh is the incumbent and a 
champion of our most vulnerable citizens. 

 
District 8 is in east Omaha. 

Megan Hunt is the incumbent and a supporter of 
progressive causes. 

 
District 10 is in northwest Omaha and Douglas County. 

Wendy DeBoer is the incumbent and is fending off 
a strong GOP challenge since she has stood up to Ricketts. 

 
District 12 is in Omaha. 

Robin Richards is the Democratic candidate. 
 
 

  



 

District 14 is in Sarpy County. 
Cori Villegas is our candidate. 
 
District 18 is in Omaha. 

Michael Young is our candidate. 
 

District 20 is in Omaha. 
Vote for John Fredrickson. He is running to 

replace termed out Senator John McCollister. 
 

District 22 is in the Columbus area. 
Michael Goos is the Democrat. 
 

District 26 is in north, central Lincoln. 
George Dungan is a former deputy Lancaster 

County Public Defender and would make a great senator. 
His opponent is an extremist who would ban all abortions 
and even opposes birth control. 

 
District 28 is in central Lincoln. 

Jane Raybould has served on the County Board 
and on the Lincoln City Council. Jane has the experience to 
hit the ground running and take on the radical GOP agenda. 

 
District 31 is in the Millard area. 

Teacher of the year Tim Royers is running a 
strong campaign against an extremist appointed by 
Ricketts. 

 
District 36 is in Sarpy County. 

I’ve been impressed by Angie Laurisen. She is a 
former member of the Gretna city council. This election 
represents a great opportunity to flip a Republican held 
seat. 

 
District 46 is in north Lincoln and downtown Lincoln. 

Danielle Conrad and James Michael Bowers are 
both great candidates and great people. 
 
Lancaster County Attorney 

A vote for Adam Morfeld is a vote against the 
failed tenure of incumbent Pat Condon. Crime has risen in 
Lancaster County under his watch. Condon would also 
prosecute women and doctors involved in abortion. 

 
Lancaster County Public Defender 

Longtime public defender Kristi Egger deserves 
your vote. The Republican is a MAGA Republican who 
simply doesn’t believe in the office. 

 
 
 

 

Initiative 432 
Vote against the Ricketts/GOP sponsored voter 

identification amendment. It is aimed at voter suppression 
and violates the Nebraska Constitution. Passage will lead to 
years of expensive litigation and violate our fundamental 
right to vote. 

 
Initiative 433 

Vote yes to gradually raise the minimum wage to 
$15 per hour. Hard working Nebraskans deserve a pay 
raise. Passage will increase consumer spending power and 
strengthen our economy. 

 
Amendment 1 

Please vote for Amendment 1 and help Nebraska 
connect to the rest of the country. Amendment 1 was 
passed unanimously by the legislature. A “for” vote 
supports amending the state constitution to authorize any 
city, county, or other political subdivision that operates an 
airport to spend revenue to develop commercial air travel 
at the local airport. 

“This is a very tiny change to our constitution, 
simply giving Nebraska the ability to compete for airlines 
like every other state,” said Bryan Slone, president of the 
Nebraska Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

 
Conclusion 

Whatever you do, vote Blue in 2022! If the 
Republicans win control of the Congress, they will shut 
down the government, default on the debt, raise taxes on 
the middle class by $1 trillion, sunset Social Security and 
Medicare, and pass a national abortion ban. 

If the Democrats win at the federal level, we can 
maintain the amazing progress from President Biden and 
the Democrats in Congress. If you had told me on January 
20, 2021, that with a 50–50 Senate and a 3–4 vote margin 
in the House, we would get $3 trillion in COVID relief, 
infrastructure and safety net protection, the biggest climate 
bill in history, reductions in prescription drug prices and 
more judges than any other president, nobody would’ve 
believed you. 

A brand-new NBC News poll is very encouraging. 
Among registered voters: Dems at 47%, GOP at 46%. 
Among likely voters: GOP at 48%, Dems at 47%. It’s a jump 
ball right now. GOTV! Vote! If we turnout, we will win! 
 

Thank you for all that you do! Now let’s get it 
done! 
  



 

Fun For Office Volunteers 
By Roger Eschliman, Office Manager 
 

The office is a lot of fun for office volunteers 
during campaign season: Democrats stopping by to 
pick up yard signs, other volunteers writing 
postcards for candidates, and even monetary 
donations being dropped off. And oftentimes, visitors 
have something to say about our Democratic 
candidates and the urgency we all feel as the midterm 
elections draw near.  

One visitor to the office said he was 
supporting Democratic candidates by making a small 
donation to every candidate listed on our slate card. 
Another visitor was wearing a big floppy hat because 
she was about to go door knocking. Their enthusiasm 
is contagious. Makes me proud to be a Democrat. 
 With expanded office hours, we are trying our 
best to accommodate every visitor. Office hours are 
posted on the office door and we are available every 
weekday. Following the midterm elections, we’ll 
evaluate those hours and no doubt make 
adjustments. 
 Volunteers were in the office from 8:00 a.m. 
until 8:00 p.m. on Election Day. We were available to 
answer the phone and to meet the needs of 
Democratic voters. When someone called with 
questions about candidates, wanted a ballot picked 
up, or needed a ride to the polls, we were available.  

If you’d like to volunteer to help us anytime, 
please let me know. 
 
Roger Eschliman 
Office Manager 
Lancaster County Democratic Party   
rogereschliman@gmail.com 
Lancaster Democratic  Office: 402-476-2268  
 
 

MAGA Republicans Have Put Social 
Security and Medicare On The Ballot 
By Dennis Crawford 
 

 
The radical right and the GOP donor class have always 

hated Social Security and Medicare. 

 
The radical right and the GOP’s billionaire donors 

have always opposed Social Security and Medicare because 
these programs prove that government can help the 
average American. These two programs have reduced the 
poverty rate among the elderly from 50% to 9%. 

Republican opposition to Social Security began 
shortly after it passed in 1935. During his 1936 presidential 
campaign, Alf Landon campaigned against Social Security 
and only carried two states. 

Despite Landon’s crushing defeat, the GOP 
persisted in its opposition to retirement security programs. 
During the debate over Medicare in the early 1960s, the 
American Medical Association hired Ronald Reagan to 
campaign against it. Reagan made the apocalyptic 
prediction that the passage of Medicare would mean the 
end of our freedom. 

The next big Republican push to end Medicare as 
we know it was Newt Gingrich’s effort to fund a tax cut for 
the rich with cuts to Medicare. Gingrich threatened to 
default on the national debt and the D.C. Republicans 
shutdown the government two times in 1995–96. 
Gingrich’s extremism scared independent voters and laid 
the foundation for President Clinton’s big win in 1996. 

George W. Bush took a run at Social Security 
shortly after he was re-elected. Even though he never 
mentioned it in his 2004 campaign, Bush falsely claimed 
that he had a mandate to privatize Social Security and turn 
it over to Wall Street. Bush barnstormed the country in 
2005 in a failed effort to ram through his proposal. The 
failure of this campaign marked the beginning of Bush’s 
political decline. 

mailto:rogereschliman@gmail.com


 

In 2011, the Congressional Republicans repeated 
Gingrich’s stunt when they threatened to default on the 
national debt in a failed effort to cut Medicare. The 
Republican attempt to wreck the economy caused a 2,000 
point drop in the Dow and crushed consumer confidence. 

The D.C. Republicans still haven’t given up in their 
effort to cut retirement security programs. In 2022, 
prominent Republicans keep promising to cut Social 
Security and Medicare if they win the election. Earlier this 
year, Senator Rick Scott came out for sunsetting Social 
Security and Medicare every five years. Senator Ron 
Johnson wants to make Social Security and Medicare an 
annual appropriation. Lindsay Graham has promised cuts 
to Social Security. 

After receiving a strong backlash, Mitch McConnell 
and Rick Scott allegedly walked back their regressive 
proposals. Subsequently, a Washington Post fact check 
actually believed them! Silly Washington Post! The D.C. 
Republicans continue to talk about cutting Social Security 
and Medicare. They aren’t giving up. 

Bloomberg reported last week that four 
Republicans on the House Budget Committee plan to 
threaten a default on the national debt to bully Biden and 
the Democrats into cutting Social Security and Medicare. 
“Social Security and Medicare eligibility changes, spending 
caps, and safety-net work requirements are among the top 
priorities for key House Republicans who want to use next 
year’s debt-limit deadline to extract concessions from 
Democrats. The four Republicans interested in serving as 
House Budget Committee chairman in the next Congress 
said in interviews that next year’s deadline to raise or 
suspend the debt ceiling is a point of leverage if their party 
can win control of the House in the November midterm 
elections.” Bloomberg. 

Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) contended that 
GOP proposals constitute privatizing Social Security and 
“ending Medicare as we know it.” “House Republicans are 
openly threatening to cause an economic catastrophe in 
order to realize their obsession with slashing Medicare and 
Social Security,” Henry Connelly, a Pelosi spokesman, said 
in a statement to Bloomberg. 

There is no doubt that Mike Flood and Don Bacon 
would vote with their party bosses to cut middle class 
retirement programs. Mike Flood has already voted with 
his party bosses to ban birth control, against an amber alert 
system for active shooter situations and to allow teenagers 
to purchase war weapons. He has shown no independence. 

Don Bacon is a member of the radical Republican 
Study Committee, the largest group of House Republicans. 
Earlier this year, Bacon’s group introduced a bill that would 
raise the Medicare age of eligibility to 67 and the Social 
Security eligibility age to 70. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg of the MAGA 
Republicans’ radical platform. If Republicans win this 
November, they are going to pass a national abortion ban, 
extend the failed Trump tax cuts for the rich and raise drug 
prices. 

 

Vote for Patty Pansing Brooks in Nebraska CD01! 
 
Vote for Tony Vargas in Nebraska CD02! 
 
Vote for David Else in Nebraska CD03! 
 
Vote Blue in 2022! The stakes are too high for you to 
stay home! 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  

"The real safeguard of 
democracy...is education." 

- Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

 



 

Our Dirty Water  
By Yanqi Xu 
 Reprinted by permission. 

 
Standing in front of a big screen, Nick 

Herringer claps in time with a metronome. He draws 
lines on the screen, repeating patterns drawn by the 
computer. He identifies icons of cars when they flash 
before his eyes. This is the 22-year-old’s speech and 
cognitive therapy, which he has been doing at least 
twice a week. Every week. For three years. 

Nick’s thick brown hair hides a massive, ear-
to-ear scar from his four brain surgeries for 
glioblastoma, an aggressive brain cancer he has 
battled since he was a teenager. The lifelong 
Nebraska football fan had to quit playing football his 
freshman year at Hastings High School after his 
doctor told him: Your brain can’t withstand the hits. 

His mom, Tammy Herringer, drives Nick to 
therapy and back to the quiet country home his dad 
Jay Herringer built for the family. She takes Nick 
along shopping and to community events because he 
can’t go alone after the cancer and a car accident that 
further damaged his brain. 

“I have worn the paths back and forth to town 
all these years,” Tammy said. 

Recently driving the gravel road from 
Hastings to their house northwest of town, she could 
barely peer beyond the endless rows of golden corn 
plants on both sides of the road, mile after mile, 
standing tall in the scorching sun. 

This corn is the main crop of the number one 
industry in Nebraska. It’s a plant so important to the 
state that it’s in the name of Nick’s favorite team: The 
Cornhuskers. And it’s corn – what we spray onto it to 
make it thrive – that experts say may be the culprit 
behind many pediatric cancers like Nick’s. 

Nitrogen fertilizer powers the corn’s growth. 
It also converts to nitrate as it seeps into the soil – 
right into the Herringers’ water and the drinking 
water of many Nebraskans. 

This problem costs serious taxpayer money: 
Cities and small towns have spent untold millions of 
dollars treating the water they supply to their 
residents, struggling and sometimes failing to meet 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s drinking 
water standard of 10 parts per million. 

Fifty-nine of Nebraska’s 500-odd community 
public water systems have violated the EPA standard 
at least once since 2010. Those who live in the 
country and get their water from private wells, like 
the Herringers, continue to bear the cost of treating 
their own nitrate-laced water. 

This problem is growing worse: The 
statewide median nitrate level has doubled since 
1978. Despite this, state and local governments have 
taken little action to regulate the farming practices 
that lead to nitrate leaching, say experts and local 
officials from both parties. 
These authorities have never fined or stopped 
someone who is using too much nitrogen fertilizer, 
multiple leaders of Nebraska’s Natural Resources 
Districts told the Flatwater Free Press. 

And this problem may have serious 
consequences for Nebraskans, including its youngest 
residents. 

Nebraska has the seventh-highest pediatric 
cancer rate in the United States, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. It has the 
highest pediatric cancer rate of any state west of 
Pennsylvania. 

High nitrate levels are closely linked to 
colorectal cancer, according to a leading expert at the 
National Cancer Institute. They are connected to 
thyroid disease. They’re associated with neural tube 
defects, a birth defect of the brain or spine that often 
kills young children who have it. 

Pregnant people can be potentially harmed 
by ingesting nitrates, experts say, spurring 
complications including anemia, premature labor and 
miscarriage. 

And the risks may be increasing for 
Nebraskans, roughly 85% of whom use groundwater. 
Nearly one-fifth of Nebraska now has an estimated 
nitrate level above 5 parts per million. That’s the 
third highest in the United States. 

Nick had drunk this water for years as a child. 
He has showered in it and eaten food cooked in it all 
his life. 

That whole time, the Herringer family had no 
idea that their private well had tested at a nitrate 
level of 30 parts per million in 2010. That’s 10 times 
the amount of nitrate that Eleanor Rogan, a top 
University of Nebraska Medical Center researcher 
now examining the link between high nitrate and 
childhood cancers, says she would allow small 
children to drink. 

The Herringer’s water was worse than 99% 
of the wells then tested in and around Hastings, a few 
years before the family got the grim news in 2015: 
Nick had cancer. 

When Nick and Tammy recently arrived 
home from one of Nick’s fall speech therapy 
appointments, they bumped into well driller Eric 
Jensen. Jensen had just finished putting chlorine in 
their well. He told Tammy that high nitrate is 
common around Hastings, pointing to the nearby 
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feedlot in Juanita and those cornfields that surround 
her house as culprits. 

Drilling a new well won’t solve the problem, 
he said. There’s only one way to remove nitrate from 
their tap water, the well driller told the mother: 
Install a complex filtration system. 

It’s about $1,000. But he said it’s worth it. 
“Nitrate ain’t good,” he told Tammy. 
Nick was perfectly healthy growing up. So 

Tammy thought it was strange when he asked to stay 
home from school because of a headache in 2015. 
Tylenol did little to help. 

He started complaining about the sunlight 
being so bright that he had to wear sunglasses all the 
time. He vomited inside a Walgreens kiosk as Tammy 
printed photos. He vomited several times at home. 
His headache would come back after he stopped 
taking his nausea medication and steroids prescribed 
by the doctor. After seeing little improvement for 
about three weeks, Tammy drove him to the 
emergency room. 

There, a doctor did a CT scan and showed 
them the results: an orange-sized mass on Nick’s 
brain. They wheeled him into an ambulance and 
rushed him to Omaha. The diagnosis: a grade 4 brain 
tumor, the most aggressive form of primary brain 
cancers. Most glioblastoma patients don’t survive 18 
months, the doctors told Tammy. 

Pediatric cancer cases like Nick’s are 
becoming more common in Nebraska, especially 
childhood brain tumors, according to a study led by 
UNMC and the state health department that found an 
increase in both between 1990 and 2013. 

Nick was perfectly healthy growing up. So 
Tammy thought it was strange when he asked to stay 
home from school because of a headache in 2015. 
Tylenol did little to help. 

He started complaining about the sunlight 
being so bright that he had to wear sunglasses all the 
time. He vomited inside a Walgreens kiosk as Tammy 
printed photos. He vomited several times at home. 
His headache would come back after he stopped 
taking his nausea medication and steroids prescribed 
by the doctor. After seeing little improvement for 
about three weeks, Tammy drove him to the 
emergency room. 

There, a doctor did a CT scan and showed 
them the results: an orange-sized mass on Nick’s 
brain. They wheeled him into an ambulance and 
rushed him to Omaha. The diagnosis: a grade 4 brain 
tumor, the most aggressive form of primary brain 
cancers. Most glioblastoma patients don’t survive 18 
months, the doctors told Tammy. 

Pediatric cancer cases like Nick’s are 
becoming more common in Nebraska, especially 
childhood brain tumors, according to a study led by 
UNMC and the state health department that found an 
increase in both between 1990 and 2013. 

Areas of the state that have higher pediatric 
cancer rates and birth defect rates also have higher 
nitrate levels, researchers say. 

“Over some time, we identified that there is 
something in Nebraska that’s a little bit different,” 
said Dr. Don Coulter, who participated in the 
statewide cancer study. “It’s the Ogallala Aquifer.” 

Nebraskans’ water is often clear, cool and 
drawn directly from the aquifer. The 174,000-square-
mile High Plains aquifer is the largest source of 
groundwater in the United States, a lifeline for cattle, 
corn and families. 

But when there’s nitrate in their drinking 
water, Nebraskans can’t taste or smell it. 

Nitrate exists naturally. It’s in vegetables. It’s 
converted from manure produced by cattle. But it can 
also come from manmade sources like commercial 
fertilizers applied to your lawn, your neighborhood 
golf course, and especially to corn. 

Crops need nitrogen to grow. But the nitrogen 
fertilizers applied to cornfields can’t all be absorbed 
by the plants. In Nebraska, roughly a third of nitrogen 
applied to corn is lost to leaching, according to the 
Nebraska Water Center. Some of that goes into our 
water supply. 

Our bodies easily absorb nitrate in water and 
convert it into nitrite, which then could morph into 
organic compounds called nitrosamines. 

Nitrosamines can cause cancer. 
A UNMC research team headed by Rogan is 

now looking county by county, examining links 
between high nitrate and the rates of the three most 
common pediatric cancers. 

Nebraska counties with slightly elevated 
nitrate levels showed a seven-fold increase in the 
leukemia rate when compared to counties with 
minimal nitrate levels, the research suggests. These 
counties had lymphoma rates four times higher than 
counties with low levels. These findings are 
preliminary, scientists caution, and need further 
investigation. 

But the cancer most consistently linked to 
elevated nitrate levels: Childhood brain cancers like 
Nick’s. These central nervous system cancers are 
eight times as high as in counties with low nitrate. 

Nick’s family didn’t know of these risks. Most 
Nebraskans don’t, either. 
The state’s well water is rarely tested. Excluding 
public water systems, less than 4% of the roughly 



 

180,000 registered wells are tested each year. And 
private wells, found in rural areas and not connected 
to a community’s water supply, aren’t required by 
state or federal law to be tested at all. 

The Herringer family actually got their water 
tested once, when Hastings Utilities decided to test 
some wells outside its city limits. The city then 
mailed out the testing results. The Herringers missed 
the letter. 

The Herringers didn’t know that nitrate levels 
in Hastings were high. They didn’t know their own 
nitrate levels were much higher. 

Tammy said they had recently heard things 
about a potential cancer belt along the corn belt. They 
heard about poor water quality. But they never put 
the two together. 

“You don’t think that this is going to happen 
to you,” she said. “I’m not saying that that’s what 
caused Nicholas’s diagnosis…How will we ever 
know?” 

State leaders have been concerned about the 
nitrate seeping into our water for half a century. 

The state’s environmental agencies started 
testing nitrate in the 1970s. 
In 1986, then-Sen. Loran Schmit, a Republican from 
the village of Bellwood, near Columbus, spearheaded 
a bill to address increasing nitrate. The resulting law 
called on state agencies and local natural resources 
districts to come up with a management plan for 
areas with high nitrate concentrations. 

But experts told the Flatwater Free Press that 
the state has not done enough to turn the tide. In the 
decades since Schmit first focused on nitrate, the 
state has continued to approve bigger feedlots. 
Nebraska farmers have grown more and more corn. 

“The bill was to prevent groundwater 
contamination, and I do not know we have made 
progress in that direction,” Schmit, a lifelong farmer 
who is now 94, told the Flatwater Free Press in an 
interview in September. 
A few years after Schmit’s bill, the EPA took its first 
major action to limit nitrate in drinking water. 

It did so because it had become clear, both to 
scientists and then to the public after blaring news 
headlines, that high nitrate in water causes 
something called methemoglobinemia. 

Its common name: “Blue baby syndrome.” 
Blue baby syndrome causes developmental 

delay. It causes babies’ hearts to fail. And, at the time, 
it was killing an unknown number of young American 
children. 

To respond, the federal government, in 1992, 
enacted its first-ever rule for how much nitrate 
would be allowed in drinking water. Ten parts per 

million, the rule said, reflecting studies that appeared 
to show that blue baby syndrome didn’t happen if 
nitrate levels dropped below that limit. 

That limit hasn’t budged since. But decades of 
further study suggests that nitrate, even at levels 
below the EPA standard, is linked to potential health 
risks, including pediatric cancers, and birth defects. 
Scientists are studying what these links mean. 

They could mean that nitrate by itself causes 
cancer, or that it mobilizes other chemicals that lead 
to cancer. They could mean that nitrate becomes 
especially dangerous when mixed with other 
agrichemicals like atrazine or naturally occurring 
elements like uranium. 

The mounting evidence that nitrate may be 
harmful is why Rogan believes water should contain 
less than 3 parts per million of nitrate before children 
drink it. 

Some 48% of private wells were over Rogan’s 
suggested limit the last time they got tested, 
according to publicly available state water data. 

“I think there’s just mounting evidence that the 
EPA standard for nitrate is too high,” she said. “I hope out 
of what we’re publishing and other people are publishing, 
that the acceptable standard is going to get lowered.” 
 

Long before the first potential links between 
nitrate and cancer began to surface, Ila Foster let her 
two children drink from wells in Dundy County in 
southwest Nebraska. 

After all, that’s what Foster grew up drinking. 
And what people nearby drank, no questions asked. 

“I should have gotten my water checked 
down there,” she said. She never did. 

Both Foster’s parents had colon cancer. 
Then her 16-year-old daughter Nancy 

Mossburgh, who loved to garden, was diagnosed with 
rhabdomyosarcoma, an extremely rare form of 
aggressive cancer in her muscles. 

Nancy died a year later in 1996. 
Foster still owns the house where Nancy 

grew up. When she travels there, she brings bottled 
water. 

“There’s no way I’m drinking that water out 
there,” she said. 

Before any of their loved ones got cancer, her 
husband Loren Mossburgh, a farmer who raised 
cattle, wheat and milo, worried about agrichemicals. 
But her husband, who has since died, was unable to 
sway his fellow farmers. 

“My husband, when he farmed out there, he 
got so upset with some of those people and he said 
‘You know where those chemicals go to?’ He said our 
kids are gonna be paying for it.” 



 

Water quality does play a pivotal role in 
community health, said Paul Black, former chair of 
the Department of Biochemistry at the University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln. 

Poor water quality contributes to the failure 
of communities in Sub-Saharan Africa. The same goes 
for towns in the United States, he said. 

“Nitrate is the key problem in Nebraska,” 
Black explained. “The kids are sicker so they don’t 
learn as well in school. So your community’s not as 
healthy because your kids now are having problems.” 

Imagine looking at a map and zooming out so 
you can see the whole country, Black said. The 
chemical follows creeks and rivers all the way into 
the mighty Mississippi River and past New Orleans 
into the Gulf of Mexico. 

Nebraska stands out on this map, Black said. 
It’s in red, a “hot zone.” 

“I would say Nebraska is the epicenter in the 
upper Midwest.” 

This spring, Tylr Naprstek, assistant manager 
of the Lower Loup Natural Resources District, waited 
his turn to speak to the NRD board in another district. 

The meeting went long. Many of the white-
haired farmers sitting in the audience left for home. 

Finally it was Naprstek’s turn. He rose, stood 
at a lectern and described the reaction when an area 
north of Columbus was designated a management 
area in 2019 – after nitrate readings skyrocketed to 
as high as 48 parts per million. 

“Everyone was pointing fingers,” he told the 
members of the Lower Elkhorn NRD board and the 
few remaining attendees. “This half of the room says, 
‘Well it’s the manure guys over there that are doing it 
all,’ and …[feedlot owners were] saying ‘It’s the 
commercial fertilizer guys’.” 

It’s the classic blame game, described to the 
Flatwater Free Press by multiple local officials, NRD 
board members and water quality experts. 

Dan Snow, a lab director at the Nebraska 
Water Center, has a tool that can pinpoint who’s to 
blame. 

It’s a process called “fingerprinting,” that 
allows Snow’s lab to measure the amount of nitrate 
and identify whether it’s coming from organic 
sources like manure, or commercial fertilizer. 

Which means that, in the case of the 48-parts-
per-million test near Columbus, Snow can tell you 
that the answer is, essentially, “all of the above.” 

Manure from feedlots played a significant 
role. So did commercial fertilizer. 

But that’s not the case across Nebraska. 
Testing done by Snow’s lab consistently 

shows that the majority of nitrate comes from 

commercial fertilizers – what we spray on our lawns, 
golf courses, but most of all on corn. 

“I’m guessing more than 90% [comes] from 
commercial fertilizer,” Snow told the Flatwater Free 
Press. 

Some conditions make it more likely: shallow 
water tables, sandy soil texture and heavy irrigation, 
Snow explained. 

Nebraska Farm Bureau President Mark 
McHargue knows that his hometown Central City fits 
this profile. The Platte River Valley, where his family 
is from, was the first in the state to observe the 
presence of high nitrate in their water a half-century 
ago. 

“As farmers, we live in those communities. I 
have eight grandchildren. I want them to have good 
drinking water,” he said. 

And the Nebraska Farm Bureau president 
points out that he and others have changed some 
farming practices to try to make that possible. 

In the past few decades, his family farm has 
tested the nitrate in their soil. He factors in what’s 
already in the soil when calculating how much the 
crop needs. 

His family also applies hog manure as a 
source of fertilizer in small amounts, a method 
known as “split application,” which reduces the 
amount of nitrate that seeps into the water. “Quite 
frankly, it’s a hassle. But we know in our sandy soils 
we can’t hold as much nitrogen,” he said. 

Ray Ward runs a leading soil and water 
testing lab in Nebraska, and has been doing so for a 
long time – he founded the lab in Kearney 40 years 
ago. 

When he started, some farmers used up to 
350 pounds of nitrogen per acre to produce between 
120 and 150 bushels of corn. That’s more than 
double UNL’s current recommended nitrogen-corn 
ratio. 

“Farmers were pumping too much water and 
leaching the nitrate out,” Ward said. “And the corn 
had turned yellow, so they just put more nitrogen on 
the next year.” 

Though the problem started decades ago, 
recent tests show an increase of nitrate in soils of 
large swaths of the state. 

Snow hopes his “fingerprinting” findings will 
help Nebraska move beyond years of finger-pointing 
between farmers and feedlot owners to the next 
stage: finding solutions. 

Snow’s study in the Hastings area – the area 
where the Herringers live – reveals that nitrate stored 
beneath irrigated cropland in that NRD increased by 30% 
between 2011 and 2016. 
 



 

And Hastings manifests a bigger problem 
across Nebraska. 

Statewide, contaminated areas with nitrate 
above the EPA standard have continued to expand 
since the 1970s, particularly in the eastern part of the 
state, according to two recent studies. 

Public water systems in these areas, big and 
small, are hemorrhaging money to treat high nitrate. 

Creighton, pop. 1,147 in Knox County, spent 
$1.3 million on building the state’s first reverse 
osmosis treatment system to filter out nitrate in 
1993. 

Seward, a city about half an hour west of 
Lincoln, spent $5 million. 
Hastings spent $15 million on theirs. 

To Norfolk Mayor Josh Moenning, Creighton’s 
response to rising nitrate levels felt like a “canary in 
the coal mine” moment. 

“If we don’t get to some kind of solution here 
and get a handle on this problem, it’s only going to 
cost us more and more and into the future,” he said. 
“And it’s going to cost us in terms of negative health 
impacts.” 
“We all have a role to play – rural community leaders 
and elected officials, too.” 

A few months before Nick Herringer’s 
diagnosis, the Adams Central Patriots, the high school 
down the road from the Herringers’ home, played an 
away game against the Aurora Huskies. It was 
Childhood Cancer Awareness Night. Gary Peters, an 
Aurora father who lost his son Jacob to lymphoma in 
2011, walked onto the field to read out one name 
after another. 

“Stand up if you knew Alyssa Sandmeier.” 
“Stand up if you knew Tyler Larson.” 
“Stand up if you knew Jacob Peters.” 
“Stand up if you knew Sydnee Owens.” 
By the end, almost everyone in the stadium 

was standing. 
All were children. All, including Peters’ son 

Jacob, died of childhood cancer. To him, the seven 
pediatric cancer cases in Aurora from 2005 to 2013 
seemed like a “waterfall” of different cancer 
diagnoses out of nowhere. 

UNMC researchers have also found an 
association between pediatric cancer and atrazine, an 
herbicide many farmers say they have already 
phased out. (Editor’s note: A previous version of this 
story incorrectly suggested that atrazine has already 
been completely phased out.) Rogan’s team is further 
expanding the studies to uranium and arsenic. 

After seeing the UNMC research, Peters 
wondered if Jacob’s lymphoma and death were 
related to the water they consumed. They were on a 

private well. They used the water for cooking and 
showering. 

A 2013 study identified a three-fold chance of 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma in areas where there was both 
high nitrate and atrazine. Noting “awfully suspicious” 
overlap between high atrazine and high pediatric cancer 
areas, Peters said he suspects a mix of different 
agrichemicals leads to pediatric cancers like his son’s. 
 

He said lawmakers need to make people 
aware of this “silent battle.” 

“How long is it gonna [take to] change, to get 
legislation that outlaws these chemicals that could 
give our kids cancer? There’s no definite time,” Peters 
said. “There’s just too many dollars involved. And the 
people making those decisions are only concerned 
about the bottom line. They’re not really concerned 
about kids getting cancer.” 

He’s frustrated at the status quo. 
Policymakers have known about nitrate for more 
than 40 years. Little has changed. 

Natural resources districts in the state, 
created 50 years ago for local management of water 
resources in each watershed, have been taking 
painstaking steps toward battling nitrate. 

“It takes tough decisions,” said Mike Sousek, 
manager of the Lower Elkhorn NRD in the 
northeastern part of the state. He and his team have 
been encouraging farmers to adopt practices that 
benefit the environment, such as growing cover 
crops. Farmers can receive government funding for 
doing so. 

“I got millions of dollars. I can’t even spend it. 
I can’t get people to sign up just to try to change 
[their practices],” he said. “Money isn’t enough of a 
carrot.” 

The stick isn’t there either. 
Then-Sen. Schmit designed a mechanism to 

protect groundwater safety – the state environmental 
protection authority and local NRDs should work 
together. 

Neither the Nebraska Department of 
Environment and Energy nor NRDs have issued a 
cease and desist order to or fined a single person for 
using too much nitrogen fertilizer or applying 
excessive manure in the state, NRD leaders said. 

Regulators don’t even know how much 
nutrient gets applied to the ground, and how much 
remains in the soil. 

Nick has fought vomiting and seizures with a 
sense of calmness. 
“I prayed a lot,” he said. 

Tammy said her son’s personality changed 
since his second surgery. She doesn’t hear his 



 

nonstop whistling anymore. He has become quieter. 
He’s more succinct. 

Nick has tried taking college classes online, 
but he tires easily. 
After almost a year of stable health while on oral 
chemotherapy, Nick recently learned his tumor has 
again grown. His family is exploring his next 
treatment plan. 

He knows one thing. He won’t have another 
surgery. 

“Nick always says ‘I’m in a win-win situation. 
If I beat this cancer, then I beat a cancer that’s very 
aggressive. And if I don’t, then I will be in heaven 
with Jesus, and that is a win-win,’” Tammy said. 

Nick, sitting nearby, nods his head. “That 
gives me goosebumps,” he said. 

For now, Nick continues the fight that Nancy, 
Jacob, and many other Nebraskan children have 
already lost. 

“Experts are telling us this is affecting our 
children. There are real life and death situations being 
played out here,” Sousek said. “We have to start paying 
attention. It’s our kids.” 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

  

                                               

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Support the Lancaster County Democrats today!  

Name: ___________________________________________________ Date: _______________ 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 

City: ______________________________    State: _________    Zip: ____________________ 

Home Phone: ______________    Work Phone: ______________    E-mail: _____________________________________ 

Occupation: __________________________ Employer: _____________________________________________________ 

I would also like to volunteer:   _______ Prepare Mailings            _______ Phone Banking           _______ GOTV 

I prefer to get my newsletter (please check one):   _______ via e-mail    or     _______ via US mail. 

Please also consider a donation to the Lancaster County Democratic Party. 

Your donation helps support party activities including Get Out The Vote efforts, 

candidate support services, political forums and the Lancaster County Democrat. 

_______ Sustaining Donor (Monthly Donation – credit card authorization) 

I hereby authorize the Lancaster County Democratic Party to charge the credit card below $_______ each month. 

Signature _________________________________________________________ 
 

_______ One-time Donation (credit card authorization) 

I hereby authorize the Lancaster County Democratic Party to charge the credit card below for a one-time donation of $_______. 

Signature _________________________________________________________ 
 

_______ Electronic Donation via ActBlue 

I am sending a separate electronic donation via the County Party’s ActBlue account: 

https://secure.actblue.com/contribute/page/lancaster-county--ne--democrats-1 
 

_______ Check or Money Order Enclosed, payable to Lancaster County Democratic Party 

Make check or money order payable to Lancaster County Democratic Party or charge to: 

  _______ VISA  _______ MasterCard  # ________________________________________  Exp. Date _______ 

Please return this form to the Lancaster County Democratic Party, PO Box 83213, Lincoln NE  68501-3213. 
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